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Abstract—Backscatter coefficients (BSCs) have been proposed
for decades for tissue characterization. The availability of formulations based on weakly focusing conditions has resulted in
a widespread use of large focal number (f/#) transducers for
BSC estimation. The use of highly focused transducers (HFTs)
offers the possibility of improving the spatial resolution of BSCbased imaging. The model by Chen et al. [1] was developed for
estimating BSCs using transducers of arbitrary f/#. However, to
this date only preliminary experimental validation of this method
has been performed. The goal of the present study is to analyze
for the first time the accuracy of Chen’s method when estimating
BSC vs. frequency curves with HFTs through both simulations
and experiments.
In simulations, BSC estimates were obtained using synthetic
data produced with FIELD II, thereby including frequencydependent diffraction effects, from a simulated phantom containing 41 µm diameter solid spheres. The bandwidths of the
simulated transducers ranged from 6-21 MHz with f/#s between
1.5 and 3. In physical experiments, radio frequency (rf) data were
obtained with 15 MHz, f/1.5 and 10 MHz, f/2 transducers from a
physical phantom containing glass beads of 41+/-5 µm diameter.
BSC estimates were produced using two methods: Chen’s model
(CM) and Chen’s approximate model for weakly focusing conditions (CAM). Accuracy was quantified using the mean fractional
error (MFE) between the estimated and theoretical BSC curves.
BSCs were estimated using gate lengths (∆z) between 15λ and
30λ.
In simulations, the MFE using the CAM ranged from 30.6%56.7%, 11.8%-32.3%, and 4.8%-9.3% for an f/1.5, f/2, and f/3
transducers, respectively. The MFEs were reduced to 8.5%9.3%, 7%-7.4%, and 3.9%-4.1%, respectively when using the
CM. In experiments, the MFE using the CAM ranged from
22.6%-43.3% and 6%-20.7% with the f/1.5 and f/2 transducers,
respectively. The MFEs were reduced to 13.2%-26.7% and 5.9%7.8% respectively when using the CM. These results suggest
that significant improvements in the accuracy of BSC estimation
with highly focused transducers can be achieved by using Chen’s
general model instead of weakly focused transducer formulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many tissue characterization applications it is desirable
to obtain information about the microstructure of the material
that is being analyzed. The backscatter coefficient (BSC) is
an intrinsic property that quantifies the amount of energy that
is reflected by a material as a function of the ultrasound
wave frequency. Many studies suggest the usefulness of BSCs
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to derive properties of tissue microstructure. BSCs can be
estimated using ultrasound transducers with different focal
numbers. The use of highly focused transducers offers the
possibility of improving the spatial resolution of BSC-based
imaging by reducing the size of the region of interest (ROI)
required to estimate BSCs.
In order to obtain meaningful information from BSCs it is
necessary to compensate for the ultrasound system-dependent
properties (transducer diffraction pattern, acoustic-electric response, etc). The availability of methods for estimating BSCs
derived from weakly focusing conditions [1], [2] and the
extended focal region that results from these conditions has
resulted in an overwhelming number of studies that used
weakly focused transducers to characterize hepatic [3], breast
[4] and cardiac [5] tissues, among others. Nevertheless, highly
focused transducers (i.e., focal number less than 2) have also
been used for BSC estimation typically for high frequency
applications [6], [7].
The work by Chen et al. [1] provides expressions to estimate
BSCs using transducers with arbitrary focal number, and
approximate expressions for the case of a weakly focused
transducer. Therefore, the use of the models in [1] will allow to
study the differences when estimating BSCs with and without
assuming weakly focusing conditions from data obtained with
highly focused transducers. Some studies available in the
literature suggest that the general model in [1] may be used
to compensate for the transducer diffraction pattern when
estimating BSCs [8], [9]. However, a conclusive study on BSC
estimation from properly characterized scattering media using
highly focused transducers has not yet been conducted.
The goal of the present study is to analyze for the first
time the accuracy of Chen’s method when estimating BSC vs.
frequency curves with highly focused transducers through both
simulations and experiments.
II. M ETHODS
A. BSC estimation methods
D
E
2
Let |S1 (k)| represent the average spectrum of several
radio frequency (rf) lines gated between depths (F − ∆z/2)
and (F + ∆z/2) using a rectangular window, where F is
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the transducer focal length and ∆z is the length of the
ROI. Backscatter coefficients η(k)
by removing
D are estimated
E
2
system-dependent effects from |S1 (k)| . This is partially
D
E
2
accomplished by dividing |S1 (k)| with a reference spec-

where Z = kR sin θ, Y = (kR2 /r)(1 − r cos θ/F ) (see
Fig. 1 for definition of θ), and u1 (Y, Z) and u2 (Y, Z) are the
Lommel function of the first and second order, given by
2n+1
Y
u1 (Y, Z) =
(−1)
J2n+1 (Z),
Z
n=0
 2n+2
∞
X
Y
n
u2 (Y, Z) =
(−1)
J2n+2 (Z).
Z
n=0
∞
X

2

trum |S2 (k)| obtained from a suitable, well-characterized reflector. In addition, the diffraction of the ultrasonic transducer
also has to be compensated.
Two methods for BSC estimation presented in [1], Chen’s
general model (CM) and its approximate version (CAM),
are described in the following sections for simulated and
experimental data.

Schematic diagram of the geometry.

1) Chen’s model (CM) with a planar reference: In exper2
iments, the reference spectrum |S2 (k)| was obtained from a
planar reflector with pressure reflection coefficient γ located at
depth F . For this particular reference, BSCs can be estimated
as (Ref [1], Eqs. (31), (34), (52) and (57))
D
E
2
|S1 (k)| γ 2
1
η(k) =
(1)
2 A D2 (GP )H(k) · ξ(k) .
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B. Simulated and experimental data
1) Simulated data: In simulations, BSC estimates were
obtained from simulated phantoms containing 41 µm diameter
solid spheres. Attenuation effects were not included. The
properties of the simulated transducers are given in Table I.

(2)

TABLE I
T RANSDUCERS USED TO OBTAIN THE SIMULATED DATA

F − ∆z
2

Z=kR

+ [u2 (Y, Z)Z/Y ]

E

and using the CAM as

2

ξ(k) =

(4)

3) CM and CAM with a point reference: In simulations,
BSC estimates were obtained using synthetic data produced
with FIELD II [10], thereby including frequency-dependent
diffraction effects. The use of a planar reflector as reference
in FIELDII is not practical and therefore a point reference was
used. The use of a different reference results in modifications
to the equations presented in Sections II.A.1 and II.A.2.
Specifically, the BSCs using the CM can be estimated as

η(k) =

where A is the transducer area, H(k) is a function that
compensates for attenuation effects, GP = (kR2 /2F ) is the
pressure focusing gain of the transducer, R is the transducer
radius, and Jm (.) is the m-th order Bessel function. ξ(k) is a
diffraction correction function given by



2) Chen’s approximate model (CAM) with a planar reference: An approximate model to estimate BSCs using weakly
focused transducers was also provided in [1]. For the particular
case when the ROI is centered around F and for weakly
focusing conditions, BSCs can be approximately estimated as
(Ref [1], Eqs. (31), (54) and (57))

η(k) =

Fig. 1.
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2) Experimental data: In physical experiments, rf data were
obtained from an agar physical phantom containing glass
beads of 41+/-5 µm diameter. The attenuation coefficient was
measured independently using an insertion loss technique in
through transmission. The reference was a Plexiglass planar
reflector (γ = 0.37). The properties of the simulated transducers are given in Table II.
TABLE II
T RANSDUCERS USED TO OBTAIN THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Experimental Transducers
f#

f0

Diameter

10 MHz

2

1 in

15 MHz

1.5

0.5 in

C. Accuracy assessment
Accuracy was quantified using the mean fractional error
(MFE) between the estimated η(k) and theoretical ηth (k) BSC
curves as
MFE =

N
1 X |(η(ki ) − ηth (ki ))|
∗ 100,
N i=1
η(ki )

The theoretical BSC was calculated using
Z ∞
β
p(a)σ(k, a)da,
ηth =
4π 0

(8)

(9)

where β is the concentration of scatterers per unit of volume,
p(a) is the estimated scatterer size probability distribution
function estimated experimentally from optical microscopy
images, and σ(k, a) is the backscattering cross-section of an
individual scatterer of radius a.
Both for simulated and experimental data, BSCs were estimated using gate lengths ∆z between 15λ and 30λ. Variance
effects were reduced by averaging data from 120 and 441 rf
lines in simulations and experiments, respectively.
III. R ESULTS

CM instead of the CAM, with values below 10% for all three
simulated cases and more than a fourfold increase in accuracy
observed both with the f/1.5 and f/2 transducers for ∆z = 30λ.
The improvements in BSC estimation accuracy were much
more evident when highly focused transducers were used, but
the results with the simulated f/3 transducer suggest that CM
may also provide minor improvements when using weakly
focused transducers compared to methods based on weakly
focusing approximations such as the CAM.
It can also be observed that although the experimental
results support the significant reduction on MFE when using
the CM instead of the CAM, the accuracy improvements were
not as large as the ones obtained in simulations. Potential reasons for this discrepancy may include errors in modeling the
transducer geometry, errors in the assumed theoretical BSC,
and noise effects. Regardless, the results support advocating
for the use of CM when estimating BSCs instead of the CAM
for highly focused transducers.
Figure 2 shows the experimental BSC curves produced with
the 15 MHz, f/1.5 and 10 MHz, f/2 transducers using the
CM and the CAM for ∆z = 15λ and ∆z = 30λ. It can
be observed that all the estimated BSC curves are closer to
the theoretical ones after using the appropriate correction (i.e.,
the CM), which is consistent with the MFE values reported in
Table III.
Although the choice of large ∆z values allowed to analyze
the ability of both CM and CAM to correct for depthdependent diffraction effects, the choice of gate lengths as
large as 30λ is not consistent with the goal of constructing
high resolution quantitative ultrasound images. Therefore, a
similar analysis using shorter ROIs centered at several depths
along the transducer focal region should be conducted.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The presented results suggest that significant improvements
in the accuracy of BSC estimation with highly focused
transducers can be achieved by using the Chen’s general
model instead of weakly focused transducer formulations. This
conclusion is supported by the MFE results in different magnitudes for all the transducers presented, both for simulations
and experiments.

The MFE values obtained both for simulated and experimental data are reported in Table III for ∆z = 15λ and
∆z = 30λ. The simulation results suggest that the CAM
MFE increases with increasing ∆z for a fixed f/# value,
with MFEs exceeding 50% for the 10 MHz, f/1.5 transducer.
This result is expected because the -6-dB focal depth of a
focused circular piston is approximately 7f/#2 λ, and therefore
diffraction effects across a given distance are more significant
for lower f/# values. For example, for an f/1.5 transducer the
focal depth is approximately 15.75λ and therefore the use of
∆z values of 15λ or 30λ implies that the ROI covers the full
extension of the focal region or further. In contrast, the use of
the CM resulted in MFE values that were highly insensitive
to ∆z for all focal numbers considered in the simulations.
Moreover, the MFEs were largely reduced when using the
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Fig. 2. BSCs estimates with fifteen and thirty wavelengths gated regions and theoretical BSCs (dotted line) for two experimental highly focused transducers
((a) and (c) corresponds to a transducer with f0 =15MHz, F# =1.5 and 0.5”diameter, (b) and (d) corresponds to a transducer with f0 =10MHz, F# =2 and
1”diameter). The first two estimates (top) were obtained using CAM and the second two (bottom) were obtained using CM.
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